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[
The purposes of this study were (1) to identify

selected consumers' attitudes toward purchasing domestic—

made shirts and those imported from a low-wage country, and

(2) to evaluate the relative effects of price, brand name,

and country—of—origin on perception of quality of men’s

dress shirts. A convenience sample of 120 male

undergraduate students registered at Virginia Tech completed

questionnaires in selected classes. _

Research hypotheses that consumers' attitudes toward

selected beneficial and imagery attributes would be more

positive for domestic shirts than for imported shirts were

supported in the single cue situation. The effects of

price, brand name and country—of—origin on consumers'

quality perception were significant with price and brand

name slightly more important than country—of—origin. The

interactions between price and country—of—origin, and between

brand name and country—of—origin were not significant. _



From the +indings 0+ the study, one may conclude that
' i+ no in+ormation except country—o+—origin is known, as in

the measurement 0+ attitudes toward purchasing, consumers

will have more positive attitudes toward U.5.—made than
l imported shirts. However, i+ price and brand name are

K
presented simultaneously as in the measurement 0+ perceived

quality, country—o+-origin will become less dominant than i+

it is investigated isolatedly.
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CHAPTER 1 I
INTRODUCTIDN

The United States apparel industry has faced growing
competition from the apparel industry abroad within the past "
t~¤ d@¤a¤@S- ¤¤¤¤rd1¤¤ t¤ émecisan éaeacsl lmeec; Qisesti
LQQQ Agggsl Issgs (American Apparel Manufacturers
Association, 1985a), the U.S. apparel imports in 1985

represented almost nine garments per capita, an increase
from six garments per capita only five years previously.

- Regardless of quota restrictions, imports of apparel from

overseas have been projected to grow continuously (Arpan, de

la Torre & Toyne, 1982; Dickson, 1984; Hinerfeld, 1982). The

most frequently recognized cause of increased imports is the

l 1ow—wage scale in foreign countries such as China, Hong

Kong, South Korea, and Taiwan. Since apparel production is

labor—intensive, this enables low—wage countries to be more

price—competitive than United States producers. Low—cost

foreign apparel goods affect U.S. manufacturers, retailers,

and consumers. In support of free trade, retailers want to

import low—cost apparel goods with which they can offer

competitive prices ("How Imports," 1986; Nordquist, 1985;

Wallach, 1984). On the other hand, import competition has

been one factor that has led U.S. apparel manufacturers
° either to close down their plants or to move their

.
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I manufacturing to overseas locations. This in turn has

resulted in a loss of jobs for U.8. employees ("Give

America,“ 1987; Hinerfeld, 2982; Nordquist, 1985).

Economically, low—cost imported apparel will reduce the

apparel consumptinn cost for consumers, and thus consumers

can get better value for the dollar (erpan, de la Torre &

Toyne, 1982; Nordquist, 1985).

Concerning the U.8. government’s policy on imports,

Nordquist (1985) stated that efforts have focused on

promoting free trade in textile fiber products and at the

same time encouraged the domestic ·textile and apparel

industries to increase exports. This policy intends to

serve two purposes: (1) to enhance the export market for

industrial goods; and (2) to protect domestic industry. It

seems that in order to carry out the first purpose, the U.8.

government is likely to maintain its friendly relations with

foreign countries; therefore, it may not help the U.8.

apparel industry by increasing quota restrictions despite

their current difficulties.

In view of the problems of enforcing more restriction,

domestic apparel manufacturers lobbied for stringent label

disclosure of country—of—origin in part so that U.8.~made

apparel could be easily. differentiated from imports.

Before, only imported textile fiber products had to be
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labeled with the name o+ the country o+ manu+acture. Now,

products completely made in the U.S. need to be labeled

"Made in U.5.A." or some other clear and equivalent term, a

regulation that ie aleo applied in mail—order advertieing

<"Pules and," 193o). Along with the identi+icati0n 0+

products made in the U.3., the "Cra+ted with Pride U.5.A.

Council, lnc." has sponsored television commercials to

encourage nationaliem and to link U.S.-labeled apparel goode

with the image 0+ high quality, high +aehion, and good

design. The Council's approach may a++ect c0neumere’

perception o+ domestic-made merchandise, change their

attitudes, and eventually change their purchasing behavior.

In light 0+ the debate about the e++ects o+ low—cost

imported apparel on the U.E. economy, this study attempte to

identi+y consumere' attitudes concerning this controverey.

Speci+ically the +ollowing questions will be addreesed: (1)

Are domestic apparel goode considered better in quality than

imported goods? 42) Are imported apparel goode perceived to

o++er more reasonable prices? (3) will promotional

etrategies increase the salience 0+ country—o+—origin?

Paet studies related to the +oregoing questions are

ecanty and the results are rather inconsistent (Alders0n,

lQBO; Üickereon, IPBE; Jayachandran, Hy),. ü

Pal,NcLean,Poper, ä Bmothere, l?3&; äternguiet ä Davie, 1P@é).

Thie etudy attempte· to reaesese American consumers’
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attitudes toward purchasing imported versus domestic—made

apparel. Because men's dress shirts have exhibited

considerable import penetration, this apparel category was

selected {or study (Dardis, Spivak, ä 3hih, 1935). ln

addition, this study emplored the relative e+¥ects of

selected cues (price, brand name, and country—o¥-origin) on

quality perception for this product category.

Perceived quality is generally regarded as one

important means to predict consumers’ purchasing intentions

(Morgan, 1935; Olshavsky, 1935). Studies in the past have

examined the e¥€ects of an individual cue (i.e., price or

country—o¥—origin) or a combination of two cues (price and

brand name, brand name and country—o¥-origin) on the

perceived quality o¥ a product. However, no study has

directly compared the potency o¥ these three cues (price, .

brand name,' and country—o¥—origin). lnstead of looking at

the isolated e+¥ect o+ country—o+jorigin on consumers'

quality perception, simultaneously emamining price, brand

name, and country—of—origin could provide a better

understanding about how and when country—o¥—origin

in¥luences in$erred product quality. ät the same time, the

role o¥ price and brand name in this special design case

could also be identi¥ied.
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etretegiee tp change cdneumere' perceptidn Qt their

merchendiee end t0 e++ect1vely cpmpete egeinet imperte.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The review 0+ literature includes three sections. The

+irst sections provide integrated theoretical perspectives

0+ attitudes and perceived quality. The next section

reviews empirical studies 0+ c0nsumers' quality perception. „

This approach introduces the operationalization 0+ quality

in past studies. The last section concerns product

evaluations 0+ men's dress shirts. This literature supports

the argument that there are no signi+icant physical quality

di++erences among brands and, there+ore, c0nsumers' quality

perception is likely to be a++ected by the manipulation 0+
I

selected cues (price, brand name, and c0uptry—o+—origin).

An Integrated Theoretical Perspective 0+ Attitudes ·
l

Since attitudes toward purchasing imported and domestic

goods are a primary concern in this study, it is important

to evaluate the measurement o+ attitudes. The theoretical

perspective 0+ attitude +ormation will be reviewed. A

school 0+ research has attempted to model consumer

attitudes. The models, which are called multiattribute

models, view an alternative (e.g., product, brand name, or
.

service) as a bundle 0+ attributes. The attitude (overall

a++ect) is a re+lection 0+ an individual's belie+s as to the
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degree to which given alternatives possess certain ä
attributes weighted by the salience of each attribute to the E

individual (Nilkie & Pessemier, 1973). The advantage of

multiattribute models over the simpler "overall affect"

approach (unidimensional attitude scales) is the ability to

diagnose brand strength and weakness on relevant product

attributes. This kind of cognitive structure measurement

assists in developing effective attitude change strategies

. (Lutz & Bettman, 1977).

A number of different multiattribute attitude models
I

have been developed to predict consumer attitudes toward a

service, a brand, or the act of purchasing. While each one

has its own specific utility, all the models seek to assess

consumer feelings toward various · attributes. The
conceptualization of these models will be introduced, and

then several models suitable for this study will be reviewed

in detail. Finally, the value of each model is analyzed.

In order to apply the multiattribute models, the first

step is to have a list of attributes which are exhaustive,

semantically meaningful, and salient to consumers rather

than objective product characteristics directly measurable

and controllable by the producer. These attributes have to

be independent of each other in order to avoid double and

_ triple counting of the impact of some attributes (Ahtola,

1984; Myers & Shocker, 1981; Wilkie & Pessemier, 1973).
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The second step is to measure an individual's belie+s

(also termed expectancy) about the attributes 0+ an

alternative. The attribute belie+s are measured either by a

semantically continuous dimension or by category (nominal

dimension), which depends on a consumer's mental schema.

The strength 0+ the belie+ that a brand possesses an

attribute is measured by bipolar probability scales such as

"true—+alse," "pr0bable—improbable," and "liHely—unlikely."

The semantic description "likely—unlikely" is suggested to

be more valid (Wilkie & Pessemier, 1973).

Comparison among brands can be rated within each

attribute or by rating all attributes 0+ a brand. In the

case 0+ evaluating all attributes within a brand, halo

e++ects may appear which will impair the diagnostic analysis

0+ the strength and weakness 0+ a product, a brand, or

service (Wilkie Pessemier, 1973). A halo e++ect occurs

when an individual is brand loyal. People tend to

consistently give more +av0rable belie+ ratings across

attributes +0r a +av0red brand. It has been suggested that

by rating all brands within each attribute, the halo e++ect

could be diminished (Wilkie Pessemier, 1973).

The third step 0+ the multiattribute approach is to

measure an individual's subjective value (a++ect) toward an

attribute 0+ a product. "Seven—point bipolar scales on
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Q"goodness-badness"are usually used. Finallv, attitude

(overall a++ect) is determined bv +irst adjusting the belie+

+0r each attribute bv its value, and then summing across

belie+s to arrive at a total attitude score +0r each brand.

0+ the various attitude models, Fishbein's multi-

attribute attitude model is widely accepted (Nazis, éhtola &
Hlippel, 1975), and is expressed as:

_

Ao = ä: Biäi
A=/

Ao = an individual's attitude toward an object, 0;
Bi = an individual’s strength 0+ belie+ about attribute i 0+

the attitude object;
Ai = the evaluation 0+ Bi;
n = number 0+ salient attributes.

Two scales (A and B) were developed +0r measuring value

and belie+ strength. • The A scale is a seven-point bipolar

semantic di++erential scale coded +rom +3 to -3 with anchors

0+ "g00d" and "bad". The E scale is a seven-point bipolar

scale coded +rom +3 to -3 with anchors 0+ "probable" and

“improbable" (Fishbein & Raven, 1902).

A variation 0+ the basic Fishbein model is the

"Adequacv-lmp0rtance" model, and is the most widely used

+0rm (Nazis, Qhtola, & Hlippel 1975). Two aspects

distinguish this +0rm +rom the Fishbein model: the

ädeguacv-lmportance model substitutes importance (Fi) +or

the value evaluation (Ai). The model is +ormali:ed as:
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Ao = l- RiDi
js!

ao = an individual's attitude toward an object, 0;
Di = an individual's evaluation 0+ object 0 in terms 0+ the

attribute dimension i;
Ri = importance 0+ attribute i +0r the person;
n = number 0+ attribute dimensions.

Scale Di is a seven—point bipolar scale coded +r0m 7 to

1 which indicate "very satis+act0ry" and “very

unsatis+act0ry" respectively. Scale Ri is a seven—p0int

bipolar scale coded +rom 7 to 1 to indicate the degree 0+

importance. "Ü+ more importance" and “o+ less imp0rtance"

are the anchors.

In addition to the two models above, others have been
_ proposed: the Rosenberg model (Rosenberg, 195é), the Cohen

model (Cohen & Ahtola, 1971), the Ahtola Vector model

(ßhtola, 1975), the Idea1—F0int model (Myers & Shocker,

1981), and Moller's probability multiattribute choice model

(Moller, 1983). The question 0+ their relative

appropriateness was addressed by Myers and Shocker (1981)

who proposed that, by identi+ying the inherent nature 0+

product attributes and the relations 0+ attributes to

overall a++ect, the selection 0+ the appropriate measuring

scale and the multiattribute model could be implied.

Consumers process di++erent types 0+ attributes in di++erent

ways when they are asked to give evaluations 0+ an
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alternative. Therefore, it is necessary to develop

different research instruments for product attributes which
·

are inherently different.

Myers and Shocker classified product attributes into

three categories: product referent, task or outcome

referent, and user referent. Product referent attributes

pertain to the physical characteristics (PC) and the pseudo— .

physical characteristics (PPC) of a product. Physical

characteristics are the most objective types of product

attributes (e.g., color intensity, fiber density) upon which

there is a general consensus about an alternative's rating.

Pseudo—physica1 characteristics, on the other hand," are

derived from properties of a product and involve slightly

subjective views (e.g., coolness, _shininess). Task or

outcome referent attributes are those which are perceived

to be benefits. The beneficial product attributes (BEN)

always involve positive values (e.g., durability, comfort).

The last group of product attributes are user referent, or

image (IM) attributes. Image attributes are the attributes

relative to empressive properties; they indicate how the use

of the product represents the user to other people (e.g., a

prestigious look).

U
Qmong these three product attribute classes, both BEN

and IM are more related to consumer semantics and have
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greater relevance +or marketing decision making, while FC

and PPC are more meaning+ul +or product manu+acturers

because they are more concrete and actionable. From the

consumer’ viewpoint it is the BEN and/or IM that stimulate

the desire +or a product.

Having proposed the typology o+ product attributes,

Myers and Shocker analyzed the relationships o+ product

attributes to overall a++ect. The characteristic (CHAR) was

used to represent both PC and FFC because the properties o+

PC and PPC were similar, and thus they were operationalized

in the same way. The relationship o+ a continuous CHQR

attribute (e.g., shininess) to a++ect was proposed to be a

unimodal curvilinear shape (See Figure 1). Either too much

or too little o+ the attribute would lead to negative _

a++ect. As +or a categorical CHAR (e.g., the type o+ the
l

+iber), the relationship with a++ect was proposed to be

irregular (See Figure 2). BEN attributes have a monotonic

relationship with a++ect because they are intrinsically

desirable, and thus the a++ect will increase with more o+

the BEN (See Figure 3). IM attributes, like BEN, were

t proposed to have a monotonic relationship with a++ect, but

the a++ect could be either positive or negative since some

individuals may view owning IM as good, while others

perceive them to be bad (See Figure 4).
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Overall affect

Positive

//»··‘=;;;;i\

NeutralAmount

Negative

Figure 1. Continuous Product Referent Attributes Relative to
an Individual's Overall Affect

Ngte: From James H. Myers and Allan D. Shocker (1981). The
_ nature of product-related attributes. Reseaggh ig

Uscäeting, E- pp 219-
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Negative

Figure 2. Categorical Product Referent Attributes Relative
to an Individua1’s Overall Affect

Ngte: From James H. Myers and Allan D. Shocker (1981). The
nature of product—related attributes. Regegggh in
üacheting, E, pp 220-
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3. Bene+icial Product Attributes Relative to an
Individual's Overall Affect

Note: From James H. Myers and Allan D. Bhocker (1931). The
nature of product—related attributes. Eeeeegoo tg
üscbstimg, E, pp 221-
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Q J
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P

'=15

Figure 4. Imagery Product Attributes Relative to an
Individual'; Overall A%%ect

Note: From James H. Myers and Allan D. Shocker (1961). The
nature 0% product—related attributes. Rgseaggh inUacheting, E, pp 222-
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In light 0+ the di++erential relationship 0+ each type

0+ attribute with overall a++ect, Myers and Shocker proposed

the appropriate multiattribute attitude models +0r each o+

the attribute classes. The Ahtola Vector model was

recommended +0r CHQB, while the "adequacy—importance"

multiattribute model was recommended +0r BEN because it is

semantically meaning+ul +0r consumers. In other words, BEN

attributes have the possibility 0+ being desirable, and thus

there is a need +0r a unipolar dimension +0r coding a++ect

rather than bipolar dimension +0r coding the a++ect.

There+ore, a model which considers only the relative ·

importance was considered +or the present study. In the

case 0+ IM attributes, the Fishbein model was suggested

because it provides a bipolar a++ect dimension with bipolar

coding.

In light 0+ Myers and Sh0cker’s classi+icati0n schema

o+ product attributes and attitude models, this study

applied their proposition to the examination 0+ c0nsumers'

attitudes. The selected attributes 0+ men's dress shirts

were BEN and IM because they are meaning+u1 to marketers and

consumers. The Adequacy—Imp0rtance model is used +0r

bene+icial type attributes, while Fishbein's model is used

+0r the image attribute.
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Quality Perception

lt has been recognized that by identifying consumers'

quality perceptions of an alternative, consumers’ attitudes

and purchasing behavior may be predicted (Jacoby, Ülson &

Haddock, 1971; Olshavsky, 1965; Szybillo & Jacoby, 1974).

However, quality is an abstract attribute that may reflect

several product characteristics. Without knowing the

concrete product—related attributes that consumers use to

judge quality, marketers cannot ascertain consumers' needs

and wants. In this section, quality perception will be

examined in order to provide grounding for the second

research purpose of this study. ·

Ülson and Reynolds (1963) presented
an

theoretical

scheme, called the means—end chain model, describing

consumers’ cognitive structure of product—related knowledge

in memory. This approach was said to be useful for

understanding the benefits (such as quality) consumers seek

when they purchase products and the attributes that are

indicators of these benefits.

Olson and Jacoby (1972) dichotomized the attributes

that signal quality into intrinsic and emtrinsic cues.

Intrinsic cues were stated to be derived from the actual

physical product which cannot be experimentally manipulated

without also changing the physical characteristics of the
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1product itself (e.g., color or texture). Extrinsic cues, on 1

the other hand, were stated to be derived from product-

related attributes but not a part of the physical product

(e.g., price, store image, brand name). These are

consistent with Olson and Reynolds' concept of concrete and

abstract attributes.

The relative effects of ektrinsic cues and intrinsic

cues on consumers’ quality perception have been the subject

of many investigations. Intrinsic cues are objective

surrogates for quality evaluations, while extrinsic cues are

irrelevant. However, if consumers cannot discriminate the

differences among brands based on intrinsic cues, they tend

to make quality judgments based on extrinsic cues (Zeithaml,

1986). Weber's law could be invoked as an explanation for

insensitivity to intrinsic differences. This law suggests

that there is some minimum amount of sensory change in the

level of stimulus intensity that is necessary before any

change is noticed. This concept is empressed as:

AÄ-—-———— = K
I

I = the initial intensity of the stimulus.
Ä3I= the smallest increase in the intensity of the stimulus

just sufficient to yield a report of different from the
subject. It is often labeled the "just noticeable
difference" (JND) increment.

K = weber's ratio or constant which has been found to vary
across sensory channels. <wheatley, Gh1u,_& Goldman
1981, p. 103)
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The model suggests that as the intensity level, I,

increases, the greater the change in intensity (sbl)

necessary to be perceptually meaningful. A change in cue

intensity will not be noticed if the change is below the

just noticable difference (JND). Therefore, when attempting

to change consumers' perceptions of an alternative by

manipulating the intrinsic or extrinsic cues, the change in

cue intensity needs to be checked for its discernability to

consumers. Otherwise, quality perception will not be

affected.

weber's constant (K) suggests that consumers have

different sensibilities to different cues. Accordingly, it

is deduced that the constant for extrinsic ncues may be

smaller than that of intrinsic cues, leading to greater

reliance on extrinsic cues for quality assessments since

small differences are more easily detected. For example,

when an intrinsic cue such as fabric durabilityl is

evaluated, usually a sensitive instrument is needed to

evaluate differences. However, a brand name or a country of

source, once it is recognized, is easy to differentiate from

competitors', even with little experience. Similarly,

price, a numerical representation, is highly visible to

consumers and it is relatively easy to differentiate one

price point from others. Therefore, although intrinsic cues

are accurate surrogates for quality judgments, consumers are
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likely to be less sensitive to them than to extrinsic cues.

This notion has been empirically supported by Szybillo and

Jacoby (1974) and Nheatly, Chiu, and Goldman (19B1).

Among various extrinsic cues, price, brand name, and

country—0+—origin have received greater attention +or their

impact on consumers' quality perception. It is +requently

claimed that high price, brand +amiliarity, and U.S.—made

products will enhance the perception 0+ quality. On the

other hand, low price, unknown brand, and imported products

are used as low—quality signals. However, no study has

directly compared the potency 0+ these three cues to

identi+y their relative e++ects on consumers’ quality

perception. Since these three cues are always

simultaneously available to consumers in natural purchasing

situations, consumers may make trade 0++s among cues to

arrive at quality judgments. There+ore, the second purpose

0+ this study is to ascertain the relative e++ects 0+

selected cues (price, brand name, and country—o+—origin) on

c0nsumers' quality perception.

Consumers' Quality Perceptionx A Review 0+ Empirical Studies

In the +ollowing literature review, the e++ects 0+

price, brand name, and country—o+—0rigin on consumers'

quality perception will be reviewed.
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Influence of Price on Quality Perception

Early studies proposed that with other cues held

constant,” price was indeed a determinant of perceived

quality (Jacoby, Dlson, & Haddock, 1971; Szybillo & Jacoby,

1974). However, the credibility of using a single cue to

signal perceived quality was criticized by later

researchers. As Olson (1977) noted, the single—cue studies

were overly_ simplified and the results concerning price

effects had doubtful external validity and limited internal

validity.

Andrews and Valenzi (1971) tested the influence of

other cues on price—quality ratings. They combined price,

brand name, and store cues to test subjects' impression of

product quality. Female students were asked to rate their

quality perception of 27 hypothetical brands of sweaters or

shoes based on all possible combinations of three levels

(high, medium, and low) of each of the cues. The results

revealed that both the unique effects of the three selected

cues and interaction effects (price x brand name, and price

x store name) were statistically significant. Price

explained the largest portion of the variance of perceived

quality.

Wheatley and Chiu (1977) studied the relative effects

of price, store image, product and respondent



characteristics on perception 0+ quality. In this study,

carpet specimens were investigated through a 2x2x2 within-

subject +actorial design which consisted 0+ two levels 0+

price and store prestige and two shades 0+ color. The

objective quality 0+ carpet specimens was held identical

except +0r color. Q pretest revealed that the darker 0+

the two shades was perceived to be 0+ higher quality.

Besides this, the prestige 0+ stores investigated was

pretested +or distinguishability to participants. The range

0+ prices was set higher or lower than actual retail

prices. The subjects were housewives who had previously

purchased carpeting. They were presented the eight specimens

0+ carpeting one at a time and asked to rate each specimen

independently. The +indings indicated that high quality was

associated consistently with a high price, a high prestige

store, and a dark color as hypothesized. The price cue in

this experiment accounted +0r the greatest variance in

quality perception +0ll0wed by store and color cues

respectively. The interactions between consumer demographic

characteristics and the three selected quality-related cues

were small but were statistically signi+icant. The

researchers suggested that, although the interaction e++ects

were small, their aggregate e++ects on quality judgments

should not be overlooked in a real—li+e merchandise setting.
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Wheatley, Chiu, and Goldman (1981) conducted a

3x3between—subjectsfactorial experiment to investigate the

relative importance of physical quality and price cues on

the perception of quality. In their experiment, identically

colored carpet specimens with three different levels of

physical quality were used (low, medium, and high).

According to the judgment of the carpet manufacturer and

several retailers, the actual prices of the carpets being
1 tested ($9, $11, and $13 per square yard) were directly

related to their quality. The three specimens at each

quality level were randomly marked $9, $11, and $13

nullifying any actual price—quality relationship. Subjects
‘ in the nonrandom sample, consisting of 171 females who had

purchased carpeting at least once, were asked to examine all

of the nine specimens, and then each was randomly assigned

to rate the quality of one of the nine. The results

indicated that the physical cue as an independent variable

accounted for most of the variance in perceived quality

although the price effect was still statistically

significant. Although the price cue proved to be less

effective than the intrinsic physical cue, the researchers

found that subjects showed more sensitivity to changes in

price than in physical quality. The perception of quality

linearly increased as the price increased. Conversely, as

the physical quality increased from medium to high, the

subjects' quality perception declined. In addition, it was
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stated that although the interaction between price and

physical cues was not statistically significant,

increasing/decreasing the price did enhance/diminish

perception of quality.

The effect of price cues on quality perception is not

always significant in multicue settings, as indicated by

several studies. Jacoby, Dlson, and Haddock (1971) examined

the main and interaction effects of three cues —— price,

composition differences (product physical differences), and

brand name -— on perception of beer quality. The

experiment consisted of two levels of price (present,

absent), brand name (present, absent), and composition

differences across beer samples (present, absent) as

between—subjects factors, and three beer samples as a

within—subject factor. A total of 136 male students

participated in this "beer taste—testing study." The

results indicated that only one cue (beer samples) was

strong enough to consistently affect quality perception.

Price exerted an effect upon the perception of product

quality only when it was the only cue permitted to vary, but

not when embedded in a multicue setting. Brand image

influenced quality perception while the effect of price was

not significant. However, it was noted that the composition

differences across beer samples had a significant effect on

perceived quality ratings only when supported by brand name ‘
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cue. Therefore, the researchers concluded that the

variables that influenced quality perception appeared to

manifest themselves primarily through interaction with other

variables.

Gardner (1971) explored the degree to which the price-

quality relationship could be generalized. The researcher

used a éx2x3 factorial design which consisted of six price

levels, two brand levels ( brand name present or not

present), and three products which were normally purchased

by college students (tooth paste, a men’s dress shirt, and a

suit). Repeated measures were taken across the three

products. Ten subjects were used in each of the 12 between-

subjects conditions. The two extreme points of price were

pretested to make sure that the prices 'fell within _

consumers' acceptance range. Brands selected (Crest
V

toothpaste, Arrow shirt, and Palm Beach suit) were those

most widely known by the sample studied and those consistent

with the price ranges established. Subjects were shown

cards describing selling points, the price, and a brand name

or no brand identification of the products, and then

responded to a questionnaire about quality. The results

revealed that price did not affect product quality

perception for all three products, whether branded or not.

A well-known brand name, on the other hand, greatly

influenced quality perception for all three products.
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Szybillo and Jacoby (1974) tested the hypothesis that,

other things equal, intrinsic cues (physical product

differences) would be stronger determinants of perceived

quality judgments than would extrinsic cues. A 2x3x3

factorial design was employed, which consisted of two price

levels (present vs. absent), three store image levels (high,

I

low, and no information provided) as between~subjects

factors, and three physically different qualities of hosiery
M as the within—subjects factor. To make sure that

participants could identify the differences between the

store image and physical product differences across the

various hosiery samples, a pretest was conducted. The

results indicated that a majority of the quality rating

variance was explained by actual physical differences in

hosiery samples. The store image effect was shown to be

statistically significant. The price effect was

insignificant when embedded in a multicue setting. The

reason why the physical cues became such a dominant factor

was because, as the researchers explained, the physical

differences in hosiery samples were much more visible to

participants than in beer samples or carpet specimens.

Dodds and Monroe (1985) investigated the price and

brand name interaction effects on product quality

perception. In this study, a 2x3x2 between~subjects
U

factorial experiment was conducted. The three independent
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variables were price level, odd—even price, and brand.

Price cues consisted of three levels (high, medium, and

low). Within each level, there were odd and even prices.
Brand name was manipulated as present or absent. A

convenience sample of 366 undergraduates was chosen to
P evaluate a hypothetical FM stereo cassette headset.

Subjects were randomly assigned to 12 treatment groups. The

findings indicated that a strong price x brand interaction

masked the price and brand name effects. However, subjects'

perception of product quality increased as price increased

and with the presence of a well—known brand name.

·
Influence of Brand Name on Quality Perception

Compared to the price effect, the effects of brand name

have received much less attention in previous research,

even though brand name may transmit a great deal of ,

information td the consumer. Its effect on quality

perception might be comparable to or even greater than price

for certain products (Stokes, 1965).

A study by Andrews & Valenzi (1971) indicated that the

effect of brand name significantly explained the quality

perception variance for sweaters and dress shoes in a

multicue setting in which price was included. Jacoby,

Ülson, and Haddock (1971), in a study of the relative

effect of price and brand image ON beer quality perception,
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concluded that brand image was a more important determinant

of perceived quality than was price.

A
Gardner (1971) tested the marginal contribution of

brand name to subjects' product quality perception and found

that the brand name communicated information affecting

perception of product quality on all three products

(toothpaste, men's dress shirt, and men's suit). The

incorporation of a we1l—known brand and price always led to

a higher perceived level of product quality. Similar

results were reported by Dodds and Monroe (1985) who found

that the presence of a well—Hnown brand enhanced the price

effect on quality perception.
r

Influence of Country—Df—0rigin on Quality Perception

Gaedeke (1973) examined consumers' attitude toward

quality of products made in developing countries as well as

in the U.S. For this study, college students were chosen as

consumer surrogates. When the subjects used a single

information cue, country~of—origin, to rank the quality of

products in general and certain classes of products in

particular, the United States was ranked significantly _

higher than any of the developing countries. Another test

in this study involved labeling imports with well—known U.S.

brand names. The findings indicated that the country—of—

origin cue did not significantly affect subjects' attitude
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about the quality 0+ branded products in general. However,

speci+ic branded textiles were evaluated more or less

+av0rably when subjects were made aware 0+ the product’s

origin. For example, Sears' "Ferma Prest" dress shirts with

country-0+-origin indicated by "Made in Hong Kong" were

ranked much higher than was the same brand without country-

0+-origin. In contrast, Neinstock’s "Centura" dress shirts

made in South Korea were ranked much lower without the

indication 0+ origin. Results +rom this study seem to

suggest that the presence 0+ a country 0+ origin will

·in+luence the e++ect 0+ a brand name on quality perception.

In other words, there is interaction between brand name and

country-o+—0rigin.

Dickerson (1982) investigated c0nsumers' perception 0+

quality 0+ imported apparel in relation to various buying

patterns and demographic variables. In this study, a

structured telephone interview schedule was used to survey
·

408 consumers randomly selected +rom 10 chosen areas 0+ the

eastern U„S. When consumers were asked to make general

comparisons 0+ imported clothing items with those produced

in the U.S., nearly 04 percent stated that they perceived

imported clothing as in+eri0r. However, when participants

were asked to indicate the reasons +or in+requently or never

buying imports, they were unable to articulate their

reasons. The +indings 0+ this study seem to suggest that
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participants tend to use extrinsic cues (in this case,

· country—o+—origin) to in+er the quality 0+ intrinsic cues

(physical quality di++erences).

Alderson (1980) investigated the relationship between

consumers' demographic characteristics and their attitudes,

awareness, and purchase practices toward imported clothing.

_ A structured questionnaire was distributed to a sample 0+

300 +emales who were selected +rom the Tidewater area 0+

Virginia. The +indings indicated that quality o+

construction, dressing well, and care instructions were

perceived to be important, whereas knowledge o+ country—o+—

origin and brand name were not important. Twice as many

respondents agreed that imported apparel was not as good a

buy, not as well made, not as superior in quality, not as

long lasting, and not as empensive looking as the U.8.—made «

clothing. The +indings seem to imply that, although imported

clothing is perceived to be lower in quality, country—o+—

origin may not be taken into consideration when other

salient attributes are available.

Festervand, Lumpkin and Lundstrom (1985) compared

consumers' quality perception 0+ imports +rom developed

countries with that o+ U.8. products. ln the comparison

between c0nsumers' general attitudes toward the quality 0+

imports and that 0+ domestic products, the results indicated
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that consumers perceived the imports as equal to those made

in the U.8., but not superior to American products overall.

with respect to quality ratings by product categories, the

U.5. fashion merchandise items were ranked in first place.

People apparently favor domestic products if country—of—

origin is examined independent of other quality cues.

The stereotype of domestic products was not observed in

a study by McLean, Roper, and Smothers (1986) who

investigated women's preferences for either imported or

domestic blouses. One specific objective was to ascertain

the reasons for the consumers' purchases of imported versus

domestic women's blouses. A questionnaire was distributed

to two groups: college students and club women. The

respondents were asked to select their important purchasing

"motives" from the following: construction quality, apparent

durability, fabric quality, attractive price, better fit
h

and/or sizing, color, designer label or brand name, unusual

detail (trim, styling, etc.), and coordination with existing

wardrobe. The findings revealed the three most frequently

indicated purchase motives by both groups were: coordination

I with existing wardrobe, unusual detail, and color,

regardless of the country of production. The lowest—ranked

motives for both groups were apparent durability, and

designer label or brand name. Country-of·origin was found

to have little influence on· purchase motives. In
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conclusion, the researchers suggested that further research

use other items of apparel to determine purchase motives of

consumers toward imported versus domestic-made apparel.

\j Bilkey and Nes (1932) criticized the literature on

country-of—origin effect on perceived quality. They

suggested that most of the studies were conducted too simply
in that country—of-origin was the only information

communicated for quality evaluations. Therefore, biases

were likely. The authors speculated that the relation

between country-of-origin and product quality was likely to

be positively related to the degree of economic development

of that country; a person may Judge his/her own country's

products relatively more favorably than imports. Moreover,

in natural purchasing situations other cues might interact i

with country—of-origin. Bilkey and Nes proposed that a

multicue setting conforming to a real-life purchasing

condition was necessary for detecting the extent of country-

of-origin effect on a product evaluation.

Johansson, Douglas, and Nonaka (1935) developed a form
;

of multiattribute attitudinal model to investigate the

impact of country-of-origin on product evaluations. They

claimed that, in light of the single cue research limitation, l
their model made relevant product attributes available to g

respondents in addition to country-of-origin for making

l
l
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evaluations. The findings indicated no consistent tendency

to underrate or overrate cars of a given national origin in

the two respondent groups investigated (U.S. graduate

students and Japanese college students). However, the

researchers cautioned that it was premature to conclude that

country—of—origin effects were relatively minor. Instead,w

it was more appropriate to state that comntry—of—origin

effects may be less marked than had generally been believed.

Jayachandran, Hy), and Pal (1985) conducted a survey to

identify the determinant garment attributes which consumers

use to make purchase decisions. The relative importance of

selected garment attributes was examined by two methods.

One method (simple average method) was to average the

perceived importance scores for each attribute 'item, and 6

then to compare the average score across attributes. The

other method was factor analysis which offered simultaneous ~
examinations of garment attributes. The researcher:’

purpose in using factor analysis was tc counteract the

limitation of the simple average mcthod. lt was claimed

that most of the studies about the apparel industry

investigated buying decisions by looking at garment

attributes separately rather than simultaneously. The

limitation of examining garment attributes separately was

that consumers' trade—offs among the desirable attributes

were not considered. attributes considered important may
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not be the determinant attributes. When using the simple

average method to analyze the importance 0+ garment

· attributes, the +indings revealed that participants gave the

highest importance scores to com+ort, pattern/design, color

combination, and durabilitv; and gave the lowest importance

ratings to adyertised brand, American made, +ashi0ned in

Paris/London, and +ashioned in Taiwan/Hong Hong. However,

when the participants’ pre+erences +or the garment source 0+

origin were elicited, "U.S.—made" received a strong

pre+erence.

Due to the inconsistent +indings about the importance

o+ garment source o+ origin, Jayachandran et al. recognized

a need to overcome the controversv bv using +actor analysis

which resulted in the identi+ication o+ seven +actors. They

concluded that the most important +actor was brand

visibility, while source o+ origin and color/design were o+

less importance. The researchers' interpretation
o+~

this

+inding was that a highly visible brand or store name seems

to encompass all possible positively—valued attributes;

there+ore, brand visibilitv becomes the most important

+actor +or making purchase decisions.

Bternquist and Davis (19So) studied the e++ects 0+

_price and country—o+—origin on ‘ consumers’ quality

perception. A 2x2 within—subjects Factorial experiment was

I



Üésconductedwhich consisted of two levels of store status

(high prestige vs. low prestige) and two different

countries as sources (domestic vs. Korea). Four identical

sweaters were labeled with the four combinations of the

factors. Q convenience sample consisting of 49 female

college students were asked to view the four sweaters and

give their overall quality ratings. The results indicated

that store status significantly influenced respondents’

quality perception, while country-of-origin did not.

Results from past studies concerning the effect of

country-of-origin on quality perception imply that, if

consumers are asked not to think of other salient

attributes, they can judge product quality on source of

origin. However, if other attributes are presented

simultaneously, country-of—origin seems to be considered

less important in the decision process. lt is generally

recognized that domestic-made merchandise is frequently

perceived to be higher in quality than are foreign-made

goods, at least when the U.S. is compared to less developed

countries. Nonetheless, to what extent the country—of-

origin cue emerts its influence on quality perception is not

yet known. Given that price and brand name seem to have a

significant impact on consumers' quality perception, these

two cues are likely to moderate the effect of country-of-

origin on quality judgments. n high price andfor a well-
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known brand may enhance the perception 0+ quality 0+

imported goods, and thus reduce the perceived quality
_ di++erences between imported and domestic—made goods.

Conversely, when a low price and/or an unknown brand is

associated with merchandise, country—o+—origin is likely to_.
be a dominant +actor +0r in+erring product quality, and thus

increases the perceived quality di++erences between the two

sources 0+ origin. ln light 0+ this, the present, study

combines price and brand name cues with c0untry—0+—0rigin to

examine how price and brand name mediate the e++ect 0+

c0untry—0+-origin on c0nsumers' perception 0+ quality.

All ,0+ the quality—related studies reviewed except

Dodds and Monroe (1935) adopted a straight—+orward single

dimension rating 0+ quality. This does not assure that all

consumer subjects are interpreting quality in the way

intended by the yresearchers. lnstead, quality may be

interpreted any way the consumer chooses (Holbr00k &

Cor+man, 1?B5; Zeithaml, l?3é>. Multi—item measurements

have been recommended to provide a better prediction 0+

consumer behavior and the identi+icati0n 0+ the attributes
I

which determine the quality perception. In light 0+ this,

salient quality—related attributes were provided +or the

_ evaluation 0+ prdduct quality in the present research.
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Product Evaluations of Men’s Dress Shirts

There are two purposes in this section: il) to examine

the physical quality differences among brands in this

product class, and (2) to identify the salient quality-

related shirt attributes. _

Gale and Dardis (1970) questioned whether there was a

positive correlation between the price and quality for men’s

durable press dress shirts. Factors inyestigated concerning

quality included the physical attributes of the product

<e.g., fabric breaking strength and tear strength, and

laundering durability) and wearer’s impression of a shirt's

comfort and appearance. The results from objectiye product

performance tests suggested that price was significant in

predicting the performance of garment construction, but not

usually significant in predictng fabric performance
‘ (durability, soil release, comfort, fabric appearance). The ‘

researchers concluded that higher price did not always mean

higher objective quality, and thus using price alone in

predicting product performance might be inadequate.

In addition to the product performance tests, Gale and I

Dardis (1970) conducted a small—scale assessment of the

effect of price and brand name on the intention to buy. Ten

brands of men’s white dress shirts were manipulated in three

different situations: without any labels or prices, with
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prices, and with both prices and brand names. Farticipants’

intentions to buy under the three di++erent situations were

analyzed. The data revealed that the presence o+ price

caused six o+ the ten respondents to switch to shirts o+ a

higher price. when brand names were given with price, hal+

o+ the respondents switched to another brand. The results

seem to imply that 1+ consumers are not sure about the

physical quality di++erence among brands, their selection is

likely to be a++ected by brand name and price cues which are

extrinsic. However, the small sample size necessitates that

generalizing +rom the +1ndings needs to be done cautiously.

Morris and Prato (1973) studied the price/quality

relationship +or men's shirts. The quality evaluation was

based on objective per+ormance measures consisting o+ color

+astness, appearance, seam strength, and +abric strength.

Both wear study methods and laboratory methods were used in

order to measure these quality—related +actors. The results

indicated that there was a positive price/quality

correlation in shirt construction, but negative

price/quality correlation in color +astness, appearance,

and +abric strength. That is, the lower~priced shirts

generally surpassed the higher—priced shirts in overall

per+ormance. The researchers suggested that inasmuch as the

shirts were similar in appearance and since per+ormance

in+ormation is unavailable at purchase point, price and
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1brand name would have been the only criteria for the
i

consumer to use in selection.

Dardis, Spivak, and Shih (1985) inyestigated whether

there were quality differences between domestic—made dress

shirts and imported ones. A total of eight dress shirts

with similar apppearance and identical fiber content were

selected to provide garments from two sources (domestic and

imported) and two brand name types (national and private).

The quality test was based on a laboratory examination of

garment appearance before and after repeated launderings.

The results indicated that imported shirts were of the same,

if not higher, objective quality than domestic shirts.

In summary, results from past research indicate” that

often there are few physical quality differences among dress

shirts. Accordingly, this study assumed that consumers

would use extrinsic cues, such as price, brand name, and

country—of—origin, to infer intrinsic quality—related

attributes.
1

1 1

1

1
1
1
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CHAPTER III

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM ~

The purpose of this section is fivefold: (1) to provide

a theoretical basis for the research; (2) to present

theoretical definitions; (3) to describe the objectives; (4)

to state the hypotheses under investigations; and (5) to

identify the limitations of the study.

Theoretical Framework

Attitude is assumed to be one determinant of consumers’

purchasing behavior. An attitude is defined as a

predisposition to respond in a specific manner to particular
I

stimuli including people, objects, and situations

(Silverman, 1974, p. 518). The schematic conception of

attitude consists of a cognitive component, an affective

component, and a behavioral component (Williams, 1982).

These components are interrelated ways of understanding,

feeling about, and acting toward an attitude object.

As noted previously, attitude models consider attitude

(overall affect) as a reflection of an individual’s beliefs

_ as to the degree to which given alternatives possess certain

attributes weighted by the salience of each attribute to the

individual.
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I
Attitude itself is multiattribute in nature and product

’

quality is one of the important attitude-related attributes.

According to attitude models, an individual's attitude

toward product quality is acquired by adjusting his belief

about product quality by the subjective value associated

with the quality. However, the way a person forms his

belief (perception) is another complicated issue because

quality itself is also multiattribute in nature. A number

of studies have attempted to identify salient quality-related

attributes from which consumers infer product quality.

These investigations suggested that although theoretically, «

consumers consider intrinsic cues (attributes) as accurate

surrogates for quality evaluation, they are less sensitive

lto the differences in intrinsic cues than in extrinsic cues.

Therefore, there is the possibility that extrinsic cues will

be used to make quality judgments of the intrinsic cues.

However, this is more likely when consumers are not certain

about intrinsic differences among brands and such

differences are difficult to detect.
i

Findings from past research indicate that a well—known

brand, a high price, or a U.S.-origin are often associated

with high perceived quality, while an unknown-brand, a low

price, or foreign country-of—origin (especially a less-

developed country> were frequently associated with low I
perceived quality. However, the relative effects of the
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three cues on consumers' quality perception have not been

emamined.

Based on this conceptual framework, two purposes were

identified for this study: (1) to identify the attitudes of

selected American consumers toward purchasing domestic—made

men’s dress shirts and those imported from a low—wage

country, and (2) to ascertain the relative effects of

selected extrinsic cues (price, brand name, and country—of—

origin) on perception of quality of men’s dress shirts.

Theoretical Definitions

Qttltuga is a reflection of an individual’s beliefs as to

the degree to which given alternatives possess certain

attributes weighted by the salience of each attribute

to the individual.

Quallty Eaggagtlgg is an individual's beliefs as to the
U

degree to which given alternatives possess physical

quality-related attributes.

Esmsiisial atscisstss LEEHL are ¤¤@ Catssürv ¤f prwduct
attributes which are perceived to be benefits and

always involve positive values.

lmagstx sttciestss Lidl ars ¤¤@ ¤at¤Q¤rv ¤+ pr¤d¤¤t
attributes which indicate how the use of the product

represents the user to other people. An individual's

value toward IM could be either positive or negative.
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Objectives

1. To examine whether consumers” attitudes toward
purchasing domestic—made men's dress shirts di++er +rom
attitudes toward purchasing shirts imported +rom a low-
wage country in terms 0+ selected bene+icial and

1 imageryattributes.2.

To ascertain the relative importance 0+ the e++ect 0+
price, brand name, and country—o+—origin on quality

perception.3.

To identi+y how price and brand name interact with
country—o+—origin on quality perception.

Research Hypotheses

1. Consumers' attitudes toward bene+icial attributes will A

be more positive +0r domestic—made shirts than +0r
imported shirts.

2. C0nsumers' attitudes toward the imagery attribute will
' be more positive +0r domestic—made shirts than +0r

imported shirts.

3. The e++ect 0+ price and/or brand name on consumers' 1
quality perception will be signi+icantly greater than
that 0+ c0untry—o+—origin.

4. Brand name and country—o+—origin will interact such 1

that country—o+—origin will have a greater e++ect on i

quality perception +0r an unknown brand than +or a
well—known brand. ‘
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5. Price and country-0+-origin will interact such that

country-0+-origin will have a greater e++ect on quality

perception +0r a low-priced shirt than +0r a high-

priced shirt.

Limitations

1. The results can not be generalized beyond the

convenience sample investigated

2. The relationship between manipulated cues and the

perception 0+ quality 0+ men's dress shirts may not be

generalized to other clothing items which involve
· discernable physical quality di++erences because the

e++ects 0+ emtrinsic cues on such products will be less ‘

dominant.

3. The relationship between manipulated cues and the

~ perception 0+ quality 0+ men's dress shirts may not be A
generalized to +ashion-type clothing because intrinsic

quality-related attributes 0+ such items are likely to

be di++erent +rom those 0+ menls dress shirts.

4. The generalizability 0+ this study is c0n+ined to the

brand names selected. ·
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CHAPTER VI

PROCEDURE

This study investigated (1) selected consumers’

attitudes toward purchasing domestic-made dress shirts and

those imported +rom a low-wage country, and (2) the relative

e++ects 0+ price, brand name, and country—0+-origin on

perception 0+ quality 0+ men's dress shirts.· A three-part

questionnaire was developed to measure attitudes, perception

r 0+ quality, and resp0ndents' demographic characteristics and

purchasing practices. The data were analyzed through

tabulation, paired-comparison t-tests, and analysis 0+

variance. Details 0+ the various steps in the procedure

+ollow.

u
Design 0+ Study

The design 0+ this study consisted 0+ two parts: (1)

an intrasubject comparison 0+ attitudes toward purchasing

domestic-made and imported men's dress shirts, and (2) a

nested 2x2x2 between-subjects +actorial design to study the

e++ects 0+ price, brand name, and country-0+-origin on

perceived quality 0+ shirts.

The manipulated +act0rs consisted 0+ brand name (well-

known and unknown), price nested within each brand name (low
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and medium for the unknown brand; medium and high for the

well—known brand), and country—o+—origin (U.5.Q. and a low-

wage country). Participants were randbmly assigned to the

eight treatment groups to obtain equal sized cells of 15(See Table 1).
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, Table 1Between—Subjects Factorial Design

Arrow Ashley & ReidWell—known Unknownbrand brand$32 $17 $17 $9
Made in U.8.A. ——— . ——— ——— —~—
Imported ——— ——— ——— ———

——— represents perceived quality rating.

Note: Every subject was provided with one brand—price-

country combination.
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1
Selection o+ Product

Men's dress shirts were selected as the product to be

evaluated +or this study. One reason was that imported dress

shirts have gained a signi+icant share in the U.S.

marketplace; there+ore, many consumers were likely to be

+amiliar with them. The other reason was that this

product's quality—related attributes (intrinsic cues) were

quite similar across various brands. Consumers' perceptions

o+ quality were more likely to be attributable to the

extrinsic variables (price, brand name, country—o+—origin)

than they would be +or apparel products varying more in

intrinsic characteristics.

Selection o+ Price
[

Two men's specialty stores, two department stores, and

one discount store in Blacksburg, VA were visited to obtain

in+ormation about the retail price o+ men's dress shirts, in ·

order
'to

set up price levels which would be considered

reasonable by the subjects. Two price levels were nested

within each o+ the two brand names. The price levels o+ $9

and $17 were used +or the unknown brand; $17 and $32 were

used +or the well—known brand. The price range between the

medium and high prices was larger than that between the

low and medium prices, based on Weber's law (A>I/I=K)

(Wheatley, Chiu, & Goldman 19G1) which indicates that as the
D

absolute magnitude o+ price increases, a greater di++erence
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between two prices is necessary if consumers are to perceive

them as different.

Selection of Brand Name

Arrow was selected for the well-known brand, while

Ashley & Reid was the unknown brand. The unknown brand with

a retail price of $9.97 was selected from a low—price

department store. This represented their lowest priced

man's dress shirt.

Selection of Country-of—0rigin

Aeeerdihe te the éaaacel lmeect Qiqeste Gaeste; Imaect
Data Thggugh Mag IQQQ (American Apparel Manufacturers

Association, 1985b), the major shippers of non—knit cotton

shirts to the U.S. were Hong Kong, India, Taiwan, and South

Korea. A common feature of these countries was their low

labor cost. Based on this, a low—wage country (an·overall

concept) was compared to the United States. The reason for

not using a specific low—wage country was to avoid possible

respondent bias toward a particular country.

Development of Measures

The following terms were operationally defined for this

study.
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Operational Definitions Ä

Qttitgggs: An individual's attitude was obtained by Ä
multiplying his belief_and value responses for

each selected attribute, and then summing across

the attributes. The belief scale measured the

degree to which a given shirt possessed the

selected attribute. The value scale measured the

degree of importance or value of each selected

attribute to the individual. The attributes

included beneficial and imagery attributes.

Esaeiisial attciästss iBENL= BEN attribwtss Selected
for the study were: strong fabric, durable seams,

neat construction, durable to washing, a good buy,

color and fabric pattern variety, and collar shape

variety.

igagegy attgiggte tigt: The IM attribute selected for

the study was a consumer's willingness to support

the U.S. apparel industry.

Qgaiity Eeggegtigg: An individual' quality perception

was obtained by summing across his responses to

the questions about the likelihood that the given

shirt possessed selected physical attributes. The

physical attributes selected were: strong fabric,

durable seams, neat construction, and durable to

washing. '
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To evaluate attitudes toward purchasing domestic-made

men's dress shirts and imported shirts, two measures were

developed based on certain multiattribute attitude models.

An Qdequacy—Importance model was used for the selected BEN

attributes, while the Fishbein model was used for the

selected IM attribute. To measure perceived quality, a

I
multi-item quality rating instrument was utilized. Details

V
of the instruments used in the present study are given

Ä below.

Attitudes Toward Purchasing

An Qdequacy-Importance model used to measure BEN

attributes consisted of two scales: a belief scale and a

value scale. The belief scale was a seven-point bipolar

scale with anchors “very likely" (scale value=7) and "very

unlikely" (scale value=1). The value scale was a seven-

point bipolar scale with anchors "of more importance“ (scale

value=7> and "of less importance“ (scale va1ue=1). The

belief—related statements are listed in the Appendix as

questions 5-18. The value-related statements are numbers

19-25.

An individual's total attitude score toward a country

as a source was obtained by multiplying together the value

and belief responses for each attribute, and then summing

across the seven BEN attributes producing scores greater
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than zero. The possible score range was from 7 to 343. The

higher the score, the more favorable attitude the respondent

had. It was expected that consumers' attitudes would be

more positive for domestic-made than for imported shirts.

The Fishbein model was selected to measure the IM
attribute. The model consisted of two scales: a belief

scale and a value scale. The belief scale was a seven-point

bipolar scale with anchors of "strongly agree" (7) and

"strongly disagree" (1). The value scale was a seven-point

bipolar scale with anchors of "very good" (3) and "very bad"

(-3). The belief-related questions are items 26-27 in

the Appendix. The value-related questions are items 28-29.

The caculation of an individual’s attitude score was the

· same as that of the Adequacy-Importance model, producing

scores ranging from -21 to +21 where a more positive score

reflected a more favorable attitude toward a country.

Perceived Quality

A multi—item instrument was developed to measure

perceived quality. Four quality-related attrubutes were

investigated: strong fabric, durable seams, neat

construction or workmanship, and durability to washing.

These quality—related attributes were the same as those used

in the attitude measurement. The quality rating scale was a

seven-point bipolar scale with anchors of "very likely" (7)
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and "very unlikely" (1). A respondent's total quality

perception score was obtained by summing across the +our

quality attributes and could range +rom 4 to 28. The more

positive the score, the higher the quality perceived.

Statements +or perceived quality are listed in the Appendix,

items 1-4.

Pretesting

A pretest was conducted to assure that subjects

perceived the price and brand name cues as the researcher

had intended. The pretest was done on another sample group

by interviewing students individually on campus. Ten

subjects were asked to respond to the questions below. ‘

(1) Do you perceive the price level o+ $9 to be the same as

$17 when buying a man's dress shirt? _

(2) Do you perceive the price level o+ $17 to be the same as

$32 when buying a man's dress shirt?

(3) Are Arrow brand men's dress shirts a well-known brand

or an unknown brand?

(4) Are Ashley & Reid brand men's dress shirts a well-known

brand or an unknown brand?

The results revealed that all o+ the subjects interviewed

perceived the price cues and brand name cues as the

researcher had intended.
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Data Collection
A total of 120 male undergraduate students who were

enrolled in an introductory statistics course at Virginia
Tech was used as a convenience sample for ~this study.
Subjects were expected to be homogeneous in age but
heterogeneous in academic major. Subjects' class level and
nationality were elicited to exclude graduate students and
international students. Subjects’ major and shirt
purchasing practices for dress shirts were also elicited for
describing the sample. Questions related to sample
description are listed in the Appendix, numbers 30-33.

The data were collected from April 28 through May 14,
1987. Eight instructors of introductory statistics classes
were asked to administer the questionnaire 15 minutes before
the class was over. Male students remained in the classroom
for this survey and female students were allowed to leave.
The class instructor read the following exerpt to the

subjects prior to administering the instrument:

The researcher is a graduate student in the
I

Clothing and Textiles department who is

investigating how consumers determine the quality

of various types of dress shirts and also

consumers' attitudes toward purchasingr U.S.-made

dress shirts and imported shirts. Your
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contribution to this research will help apparel

manufacturers and retailers develop shirts which
‘

meet consumers' needs and wants.

Subjects then responded to the three—part

questionnaire: perceived quality, attitudes, and demographic

characteristics/shirt purchasing practices, in this order.

Due to the researcher's nationality which might have

sensitized subjects, thus affecting their answers, it was

deemed wiser to allow individual instructors to administer

the instruments. A total of 139 questionnaires were

completed. Eight of these were obtained from non—Americans,

and were discarded. Nine questionnaires were discarded for

incompleteness, and two questionnaires were discarded at

random to maintain equal cell sizes for data analysis.

Consequently, the sample consisted of 120 respondents.

Data Analysis

The followings statistical hypotheses were tested:

H0:1 There are no attitude differences toward the domestic—

made shirts and the imported shirts in terms of the
e

beneficial attributes.

H0:2 There are no attitude differences toward the domestic—

made shirts and the imported shirts in terms of the

imagery attribute.

T
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H0:3 There is no difference in the effects of price,

,

brand name and country-of-origin on quality

perception.
·

HD:4 There is no interaction between brand name and

country-of-origin on consumers' quality perception.

HO:5 There is no interaction between price and country-of-

origin on consumers' quality perception.

I
Frequency and percentage distributions were caculated

to describe respondents' demographic characteristics and

shirt purchasing practices. Paired-comparison t-tests were

performed to test the first two null hypotheses which

compared the respondents' attidues toward purchasing U.S.-

made and low—wage-country-made men's dress shirts in terms

of BEN and IN attributes. A one-tailed alpha =.05 was used

as the significance level. To test the difference in

respondents' beliefs about the BEN attributes, paired-

comparison t-tests were performed using one-tailed

alpha =.05 significance level.

To examine the relative effects of price, brand name,

and country-of—origin on respondents' quality perception,

three-way analysis of variance with nested design (price

nested within brand) was performed. Null hypotheses tested

were numbers 3-5, using alpha = .05 significance level. Due

to the nested design, the source of variance did not include
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the interaction between price and brand name, and the

second order interaction (price x brand x country-of- §
origin). To test the difference between prices within

brand, t-tests were performed which used the test with one-

tailed alpha = .01 as the significance level.
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CHAPTER V ·
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter presents the +indings based on data[ collected +rom the 120 subjects and includes +0ur sections.
, The +irst section describes the demographic characteristics

and purchasing practices 0+ the respondents. The second
l section analyzes respondents' attitudes toward purchasing

U.S.—made dress shirts and toward those imported +rom a low-
wage country in terms 0+ the bene+icial attributes. The
third section analyzes respondents' attitudes toward the two
countries as sources in terms 0+ the imagery attribute. The

+ourth section analyzes the e++ects 0+ price, brand name, ·
and country—o+—origin on consumers' quality perception. The

+inal section discusses the results 0+ the hypothesesi tested. h
-Description 0+ the Sample

The demographic in+ormation obtained +rom each

respondent's questionnaire provided an overall view 0+ the

sample. This in+ormation included the respondent's college,

class level, nationality, and shirt purchasing practices.

Respondents represented all 0+ the seven undergraduate

colleges with two +alling into the "other" group. These

respondents may have been special students or double major

i
students. No student majored in Veterinary Medicine
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because the classes in which the questionnaire was

adminietered were sophqmore level. Percentage and frequency

data for the respbndents by college are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2

Distribution of Respondents by College

Arts and Sciences 64 53.3

Business 20 16.7

Agriculture and Li¥e Sciences 12 10.0

Engineering 8 6.7

Human Resources 7 5.8

Architecture and Urban Studies 6 5.0

Other 2 1.7

Education 1 0.8

Tbt al 120 100. 0
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0% the students in the sample, 12.5 percent were

%reshmen, 40.0 percent were sophomores, 29.2 percent were

juniors, and 18.2 percent were seniors. All were American

because only American students' responses were analyzed and

international students' responses were discarded.

H
A majority o% the students (72.5 percent) purchased

their own dress shirts. This %inding would support the

assumption that college students were able to provide their

attitudes toward purchasing and quality perception o% men's

dress shirts. X

Analysis o% Attitudes in Terms o% Bene%icial Attributes

A paired—comparison t—test was used to test %or

di%%erences in consumers' attitudes toward U.8.—made dress

shirts and toward imported dress shirts in terms o% the

selected bene%icial attributes. The results revealed that

.respondents' overall attitude toward the two countries as
sources o% dress shirts di%%ered signi%icantly (t=8.37,

Pi0.0001>. Domestic shirts received a mean attitude score

o% 2D5.l4 (S.E.=4.o3) whereas imported shirts received a

mean attitude score o% 1o8.25 (8.E.=4.8o). This meant that

the respondents had a more %avorable attitude toward 0.3.-

made shirts than toward shirts made in a low—wage country.

when the mean belie% score %or each bene%icial attribute was

examined separately, domestic shirts were believed toi be
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better on six of the seven selected beneficial attributes

(strong fabric, durable seams, neat construction or

workmanship, washing ndurability, color and fabric pattern

variety, and collar shape variety) since paired—comparison

t—tests produced P values < 0.05. The only BEN attribute

whose difference was not significant was “a good buy." The

mean belief scores for the BEN attributes of shirts,

according to where they were made, are shown in Table 3.

when the importance of the seven selected BEN

attributes was elicited, respondents rated neat construction
I as the most important attribute. The remaining attributes _

ranked in the following order: a good buy, durable to
I

washing, durable seams, strong fabric, color and fabric

pattern variety, and collar shape variety (See Table 4).
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I TABEE 3
I Mean Relief Scores on Reneficial Attributes

I

1I
BEN Qemeetig lmaecäee t P level
Attributes mean S.E. mean S.E.

Strong fabric 5.32 0.09 4.0S 0.12 9.00 0.0001

Durable eeame 5.28 0.09 3.99 0.13 9.22 0.0001

Neat construction 5.49 0.10 4.34 0.13 7.69 0.0001

Durable to washing 5.24 0.10 3.93 0.14 8.59 0.0001

A good buy 4.73 0.12 4.50 0.14 1.33 0.1850

Color and fabric
pattern variety 5.62 0.10 5.00 0.12 4.58 0.0001

Collar shape i
variety 4.89 0.12 4.41 0.13 3.38 0.001

1
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TQBLE 4

Mean Importance Scores on Beneficial Attributes

Strong fabric 5.33 0.11

Durable seams 5.31 0.10

- Neat construction ö.00 0.09

Durable to washing 5.32 0.10

Q good buy 5.91 0.11

Color and €abric
variety 5.33 0.13

Collar ebape
variety 4.11 0.15
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Analysis 0+ Attitudes in Terms 0+ the Imagery Attribute

A paired—comparison t—test was per+ormed to compare

consumers' attitudes toward U.3.—made shirts and toward
° imported shirts in terms 0+ the selected imagery attribute.

The results indicated that resp0ndents' attitudes toward the

two countries as sources di++ered signi+icantly 4t=7.E3,

Pi0.0001). Domestic-made shirts received a mean attitude

I
score 0+ 9.33 (3.E.=0.32>, whereas imported shirts received

T ' a mean attitude score 0+ 0.33 (3.E.=0.54). This meant that

respondents had a more positive attitude toward domestic

shirts than imported shirts.

The reasons +0r tné more +avorable attitude toward
‘ domestic shirts are revealed by examining resp0ndents'

belie+s and values. Respondents agreed that buying U.3—

, made dress shirts helps the U.3. apparel industry

<mean=5.91, 3.E.=0.10) and considered this action to be

desirable (mean=l.4é, 3.E.=0.l3). when they were asked i+

re+using to buy imported shirts would help the U.3. apparel

industry, they agreed slightly (mean=3.43, 3.E.=0.l5) and

considered this action to be close to "neutral“ (mean=~0.17,

3.3.:0.15). The results revealed that i+ a choice_is based
·

only on country-o+—orioin, respondents would choose

domestic~made dress shirts to help the U.3. apparel

inchistvry.

T
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Analysis of Perceived Quality

Results from the three—way analysis of variance as

shown in Table 5 reveal that 36 percent of the total

variance were explained by the cues manipulated. The unique

effects of price, brand name, and country—of-origin were all
,

significant, in that brand name was the most important cue

I
followed by price and country—of-origin in the given order.

Twice as much variance was explained by brand name
Ias

by

price. The interaction effects between country—of-origin and

price, and country-of-origin and brand name were not

significant.

The means in Table 6 indicate that respondents

perceived domestic-made shirts to be higher in quality than

imported shirts, and they perceived Arrow brand shirts (a

well~known brand) to be higher in quality than Ashley & Reid
I

(an unknown brand). In order to compare the effect of
I price on perceived quality under brand name, t-tests were

performed. The results indicated that under Arrow brand

name, $32 shirts were perceived to be higher in quality than

$17 shirts (t=2.95, P<.O1), and under Ashley & Reid brand

name, $17 shirts were perceived to be higher in quality than

$9 shirts <t=3.36, P<.O1).

I — I
I
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TABLE 5
[ Perceived Quality: Three—Way Analysis of Variance

SQUBVES SQUBYE

Price (Brand) 2 40.20 20.10 11.37 0.0001

Brand 1 42.01 42.01 23.75 0.0001

Country 1 22.97 22.97 12.99 0.0005

Country x Price 2 3.51 1.30 0.99 0.3741
(Brand)

Country x Brand 1 2.35 2.35 1.61 0.2067 °

Error 112 193.03 1.77

Total 119 309.62 .

&(
l
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, Table 6
Mean Scores ¥or Perceived Quality by Price, Brand name, and

H Country-o¥~Qrigin

éccew Qablsx Q EQQQ Qvq-
Nell—known Unknown by

Brand Brand _ Country$32 $17 $17 $9
Made inU.8.A. 6.10 5.17 5.67 3.85 5.20
Imported 5.55 4.58 4.00 3.15 4.32

Avg. by Price 5.82 4.88 4.83 3.50

Qyg. by Brand 5.35 4.17

I

I_____ __Ei_________________________________________________________......—
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Discussion

Five research hypotheses were established +or

predicting the +indings 0+ the present study. The +irst two

hypotheses predicted that consumers would exhibit

signi+icantly more +av0rable attitudes toward domestic

shirts compared to imported shirts as revealed in both

bene+icial and imagery attributes. Both hypotheses were

strongly supported and +indings were consistent with the
L

+indings 0+ Dickerson (l?82), in that respondents indicated

that imported clothing was generally in+erior to domestic

clothing. Also, the present +indings were mostly consistent

with Alderson’s +indings (l?SO) that respondents indicated

that imported apparel was not as good a buy, as well made,

nor as long lasting as the U.S.—made clothing.

In relation to past studies, however, the IH attribute

has not been included. Findings 0+ the present study shed
V new light 0n consumer behaviors in that c0nsumers'

purchasing behavior may not always be triggered by the

characteristics 0+ a product but by nationalism. American

consumers may want to purchase U.S.—made apparel regardless

0+ the price or quality 0+ imported apparel. Further

research should use other types 0+ products and di++erent

respondents to investigate more about c0nsumers' willingness

to support the U.5. apparel industry.

I
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Results from the three—way analysis of variance

revealed that price, brand name, and country—of—origin all

affected consumers' quality perception„ The research

hypothesis was substantiated because the effects of price

and brand name were greater than that of ceuntry—of—origin.

The present findings were consistent with the critique

of Bilhey and Nes (1982), in that they speculated that the

findings from examining the effects of country-of-origin

isolatedly may not be generalized to the findings when

other information cues were available besides country—of—

origin. However, the findings were contradictory to those

of Johansson et al. (1985), and Sternquist and Davis (198b).

Johansson et al. found that in a multicue setting there was
no consistent tendency to underrate or overrate cars of a

given national origin. Gternquist and Davis discovered that

the effect of country-of—origin on perceived quality was not

significant in a store—status—included_multicue setting.

The significant effect of price on perceived quality in

the present study was consistent with the findings of

Andrews and Valenzi (1971), Nheatley and Chiu (1977), and

Wheatley, Chiu, and Goldman (1981). These studies indicated

that the price cue remained significant in a multicue

setting. u
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The present finding about the brand name e+¥ect on

perceived quality was consistent with that o¥ Andrews L

Valenxi (1971), in that they indicated that brand name

e++ect was signi¥icant in a price-included multicue setting.

Consistent with prior research, none of the~

interactions of the three cues were significant. However, an

V
examination of the means presented in Table 6 reveals that

i
the ditference in means {OF perceived quality of Arrow brand

shirts (5.17 vs. 4.58) is smaller than that +or Ashley L

Reid brand shirts (5.67 vs. 4.üO) when the price was

constant at $17.

VV
V
VV
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CHAPTER VI I

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

This chapter consists of three sections. The first

section provides a summary of the entire study. The next

section discusses some implications of the present findings.

I The final section offers recommendations for future studies.

Summary

The purpose of this study was to identify selected

· consumers' attitudes toward purchasing men's dress shirts

made in the U.S. and those imported from a low—wage country,
u

and to evaluate the relative effects of price, brand name,

and country—of—origin on perception of quality of men's

dress shirts. A three—part questionnaire was developed to

measure attitudes, perception of quality, and respondents'

demographic characteristics and shirt purchasing practices.

The convenience sample consisted of 120 American male

undergraduate students who were enrolled in an introductory

statistics course at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and

State University. Subjects completed questionnaires in

their class rooms.

I
I t
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Faired—comparison t-tests were used to analyse

respondents' attitudes toward domestic-made and imported

men's dress shirts in terms 0+ the selected bene+icial

attributes (BEN) and the imagery ‘attribute (IM). The

+indings indicated that respondents had more positive

attitudes toward domestic shirts than toward imported shirts

+or both types 0+ attributes. Begarding the BEN attributes,
E

respondents believed that domestic—made dress shirts were

better in quality—related attributes (strong +abric, durable

seams, neat construction or workmanship, and washing

durability), and were available in more variety in color and

+abric pattern and in collar shape.

The +indings +0r belie+s about bene+icial quality-

related attributes 0+ imported shirts were consistent with

the literature reviewed in which imported apparel products

were +requently perceived to be lower in quality than

domestic goods when no in+ormati0n except country—o+—origin

was known (Dickerson, 1992; Festervand, Lumpkin, &

Lundstrom, 1995; Gaedeke, 1973).

As the importance 0+ the seven selected BEN attributes

was elicited, respondents rated neat construction as the

most important attribute. The remaining attributes ranked

in the +0llowing order: a good buy, durable to washing,

durable seams, strong +abric, color and +abric pattern

I
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variety, and collar shape variety. Regarding the attitudes

toward the IN attribute, respondents agreed that buying

U.S.—made dress shirts helps the U.S. apparel industry and

considered this to be a desirable action. On the other hand,

respondents slightly agreed that refusing to buy imported

shirts would help the U.S. apparel industry and considered

this action to be close to "neutral". The findings about

resp0ndents’ attitudes toward the selected imagery attribute

may reveal that consumers were willing to support the U.S.

apparel industry.

Three—way analysis 0f variance was performed to

investigate the effects of price, brand name, and country-

of—origin on respondents' perception of quality. The

results revealed that (1) $32 Arrow brand men’s dress shirts

were perceived to be higher in quality than $17 Arrow brand

men’s dress shirts, (2) $17 Ashley & Reid brand shirts were

perceived to bg higher in quality than $9 shirts under the

same brand name, (3) Arrow brand shirts were perceived to be

higher in quality than Ashley & Reid shirts, (4) U.S.—made

shirts were perceived to be higher in quality than imported

shirts, (5) the unique effect of country—0f-origin on

perceived quality was slightly less significant than that of

price and brand name, and (6) the interactions between

country-of-origin and price, and country-of-origin and brand

name were not significant. However, the data indicated that

l
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Ä
c0untry—0+-origin tended to have a greater e++ect on

Ä
perceived quality +0r the unknown brand than +0r the well-

known brand.

From the +indings 0+ the study, one may conclude that

1+ no in+ormation except c0untry—0+—0rigin is known as in

the measurement 0+ attitudes toward purchasing, consumers

will have more positive attitudes toward U.S.—made shirts

than imported shirts. However, i+ price and brand name are

presented simultaneously as in the measurement 0+ perceived

quality, the e++ect 0+ country-0+-origin on perceived

quality will become less dominant than that 0+ price and

brand name. _ _

The limitations 0+ this study need to be recognized.

First, the product used in this study, men's dress shirts,

is a rather standarized apparel item. Consequently, the

relative importance 0+ the selected BEN attributes to

consumers may not be generalized to a +ashion type product.

The second limitation 0+ this study was that the e++ects 0+

price, brand name, and c0untry—0+-origin on consumers'

quality perception may not be generalized to a +ashion type

product because the intrinsic quality-related attributes +0r

such items may not be the same as those +0r men's dress

shirts. The third limitation 0+ this study is limited

generalizability due to the sample, which may not represent

g___g____________________________________________________.....;..............
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the general consumer population. Also, the finding about the

effect of brand name on quality perception was confined to

the brand names selected.

Implications

Results from the present study imply that American

manufacturers and retailers should consider the effect of

country—of—origin on consumers’ attitudes toward purchasing

and consumers’ quality perception of their products because

respondents in the present study indicated that they were

willing to support the U.S. apparel industry by buying U.S.—

made shirts and refusing to buy imported shirts. They

perceived U.S.-made shirts to be higher in quality than

shirts imported from a low—wage country in a price and brand
1

name included multicue setting.

_The findings of the present study also have an

implication for the Crafted with Pride U.S.A. Council, Inc.

That is, the council needs to continue promoting Americanism

to alleviate import competition.

Recommendations for Future Studies

1. The study could be replicated with other respondents to

determine the amount of agreement with the results of

_ this study. Similar results with other groups would

provide external validity for the research.

L
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2. The present study could be replicated with other

U categories 0f apparel to provide a comparison of the

effect of country—of—origin on quality perception.

3. The present study could be replicated with other brand

names to provide a comparison of the effect of brand

name cues on perceived quality.

4. Store status could be used as an independent variable to

assess perceived quality changes.
‘ 5. Further research should investigate more about

consumers’ willingness to support the U.S. apparel

industry and to refuse to buy the imported apparel

products by using other types of products and different

respondents, especially in a multicue environment.
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Assume you are buying a dress shirt for yourself. You

go into a store and examine various dress shirts. We would

like you to indicate the product quality you would expect if

you pay iggigg) for a jggggtgyl—made dress shirt whose brand

name is jggaggl. Please indicate the likelihood the

given shirt possesses the selected attributes. Check one

space on each scale for each attribute dimension.

coding 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

@-1 Strong fabric
(e.g., resists looking worn and thin)

Very _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ Very
unlikely likely

@-2 Durable seams
(e.g., seams stay together without splitting or raveling)

Very _____ _____ _________ _____ _____ _____ _____ Very
unlikely likely

@-3 Neat construction or workmanship
(e.g., collar lies symmetrically)_

l
Very _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ VEVY

1

unlikely likely

@-4 Durable to washing
(e.g., fabric won’t shrink)

Very _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ Very
unlikely likely

Note: Coding and question number did not appear on

the questionnaire.
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In this section, we would like you to make a general

comparison 0+ U.8.-made dress shirts with shirts imported

+rom low-wage countries <e.g., Taiwan, Korea) based on some

selected attributes. Please indicate your judgment as to

whether the particular country source has the +ollowing

characteristics. Check one space on each scale.
,

Coding 1 E 3 4 5 6 7

@-5 U.8.-made dress shirts: Strong +abric
(e.g., resists looking worn and thin)

Very _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ Very
unlikely likely

@-6 Low-wage-country-made dress shirts: Strong +abric

Very _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ Very
unlikely likely

@-7 U.S.-made dress shirts: Durable seams
(e.g, seams stay together without splitting and raveling)

Very _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ Very
unlikely likely

@-8 Low-wage-country-made dress shirts: Durable seams

Very m____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ Very
unlikely likely

@-9 U.S.-made dress shirts: Durable to washing
(e.g., +abric won't shrink)

Very _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ Very
unlikely likely

II I
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Coding 1 E 3 4 5 6 7

0-10 Low-wage-country-made dress shirts: Durable to washing

Very _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ Very
unlikely likely

0-11 U.S.—made dress shirts: Neat construction or
workmanship (e.g., collar lies symmetrically)

Very _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ Very
unlikely likely

0-12 Low-wage-country-made dress shirts: Neat construction
or workmanship

Very _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ Very
unli1=:ely likely

0-13 U.S.-made dress shirts: A good buy for the money

Very _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ Very
unlikely likely

0-14 Low-wage—country-made dress shirts: A good buy for
the money

Very _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ Very
unlikely likely

0-15 U.S.-made dress shirts: A wide choice in color and
fabric pattern (pattern such as stripes, checks)

Very _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ Very
unlikely likely

0-16 Low-wage-country—made dress shirts: A wide choice in
color and fabric pattern

Very _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ Very
unlikely likely

1

Vcf.„.o„..._........._........._................_.__...__________________;
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0-17 0.3.-made dress shirts: A wide choice in collar shape

Very _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ ______ Very
unlikely likely

0-18 Low—wage-country-made dress shirts: A wide choice in ‘
collar shape °

Very _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ Very

I

unlikely likely

I
Please indicate the degree o+ importance you attach to

each o+ these attributes when buying a dress shirt. Check

one space on the scale +or each attribute dimension.

Coding 1 2 3 4 5 b 7

0-19 Strong +abric
(e.g., resists looking worn and thin)

0+ less _____ _____ _____ _____ _ _____ _____ 0+ MOFE
1

importance importance

0-20 Durable seams
(e.g,, seams stay together without splitting or rave1ing>

° 0+ less _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ 0+ more
importance importance

0-21 Neat construction or workmanship
(e.g., collar lies symmetrically)

0+ less _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ Ü+ m0F€
importance importance

0-22 Durable to washing
(e.g., +abric won’t shrink)

0+ less _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ Üt MOFE
importance importance

1
1
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0-23 A good buy +or the money
Ü‘F less _____ ______ ______ _____ _____ ______ _____ O+ more
importance importance

0-24 Available in a wide variety o+ color and +abric pattern

0+ less _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ 0+ more
importance importance

1

0-25 Available in a wide variety o+ collar shapes

1 0+ less _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ 0+ more
1 importance importance

In this section, we would like to have your opinions

about buying 0.5.-made dress shirts versus imported shirts.

Please check one space on the scale +or each statement.

‘Coding 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0-26 Buying 0.5.-made dress shirts helps
0.5. apparel industry

5trongly ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ Strongly
disagree agree

Coding 7 6 5 4 E 2 1

0-27 Re+using imported dress shirts helps 0.5.
apparel industry

Strongly ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ 5trong1y
disagree agree

1 K
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Coding -3 -2 -1 O 1 2 3

Q-28 Buying U.5.-made dress shirts to help U.S. V
apparel industry is:

'~/er°'y _____ _____ ______ ______ _____ _______ _____ Very
bad good

Coding 3 2 1 O -1 -2 -3

Y

G-29 Refusing to buy imported dress shirts to help
U.S. apparel is:

Y Very _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ Very
bad good

In the following section we would like to have some

backgound information.

@-30 Which college are you in? (circle one number)

1. AGRICULTURE AND LIFE SCIENCES
2. ARCHITECTURE AND UCBQN STUDIES
3. ARTS AND SCIENQES
4. BUSINESS
S. EDUCQTIÜN
6. ENGINEERING
7. HUMAN RESOURCES
S. vETERImARv NEDICINE
9. ÜTHER

III
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@-31 What’s your class standing? (circle one number)

1. FRESHNRN

2. SORHONORE

3. JUNIOR

4. SENIOR

5. GRADUATE

b. OTHER

@-32 what is your nationality2 (circle one number)

1. QMERICAN

Z. INTERNGTIONÄL STUDENT

3. OTHER

@-33 Who generally buys your dress shirts?
(circle one number)1. YOURSELF I

2. SOMEONE BESIDES YOURSELF

Your contribution to this research is greatly

appreciated. Thank you very much.

Shiouh-Miin Lin

P




